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Soccer obsessed
One-man show about an enthusiastic fan’s journey to win back Parriera
By Aslam Seedat
Cue reporter

B

Mpho Osei-Tutu in Convincing Carlos, a one-man show about a Bafana Bafana fan
who goes to Brazil to convince Carlos Alberto Parreira to return to South Africa.
CuePix/Dominique Little

afana Bafana will be expected
to play the match of their
lives tonight when they take
on France in what threatens to be
their final game at the World Cup in
South Africa. Anything but a win
will mean that South Africa bows
out of the tournament and makes
history as the only host nation not
to qualify for the round of 16. It’s
the stuff that will have kept the
passionate fan up all of last night,
and distracted by thinking about
formations and strategies the entire
day. If they could, they’d probably
even hunt down Carlos Alberto
Parreira to make sure he gets
it right.
In Convincing Carlos, that’s
exactly what an enthusiastic fan
(Mpho Osei-Tutu) does. When he
feels that Joel Santana – the previous
Bafana coach – isn’t doing his job
well enough, he heads off to find
(the now re-instated) Parreira to try
and convince him to come back and
save the team.
The one-man show follows
Sechaba Mofokeng’s journey as

he decides that he needs to be the
one to bring the old Bafana coach
back after his resignation, and this
‘other’ story of Parreira’s return
sets the scene for a hilarious and
skillful production. The play moves
along as melodramatic sports writer
Khalo Ndlovu tries to get Sechaba
to recount his story so he can turn it
into a Pulitzer-prize-winning book.
From Soweto to Port Elizabeth
to Rio de Janeiro and back again,
Osei-Tutu plays a dozen characters
to bring to life the incredible story of
a fan who risks it all for his team.
It’s difficult to believe that
Convincing Carlos is a relatively new
show. Directed by Craig Morris, the
quality of the piece is impeccable –
the flow from scene to scene fluid,
lighting and sound cues precise, and
the actor’s transitions slick.
Osei-Tutu moves between
character, accent and facial
expression with exquisite timing.
From the tall Nigerian supporter
who first suggests that Bafana needs
to have Parreira back to Cedric,
the drug lord with the deformed
face who gets our hero to Brazil,
Osei-Tutu doesn’t miss a trick. He
moves from telling the story as

Festival management
optimistic about
new venue
By Laea Medley
Cue reporter

W

alking into Fiddlers’ Green loud hip-hop music can be heard
from one of the white tents. In a bid to attract more
festival-goers to Fiddlers’ Green, a new venue, Urban Lounge, has
taken over this tent. Urban Lounge, which is open daily, invites
artists to perform hip-hop poetry, dance and music.
Festival CEO Tony Lankester said that a new venue was needed
at Fiddlers’ Green because of the previous issues surrounding it.
“We wanted to re-popularise the place,” he said. “The Festival
didn’t have a place like that before. There was no one place for
hip-hop poetry, music and dance, as they were all spread out around
different venues. By putting them all into one gives the venue
an identity.”
Urban Lounge is close to the Bowling Club and the Scout Hall.
“Hopefully Urban Lounge will encourage people to go to all three
venues,” said Lankester. “We’ll look at how it goes this year, but we
definitely want to carry on with it in following years.”

Lounge Lizards chill in Afro-Fusion warmth at Urban Lounge. Cue/Hennie Pretorius

The good, the bad
and, yes... the ugly
By Lynn Berggren
Cue reporter

A

The Sundowner Concert offers a daily glimpse of Festival possibilities. Cue/Richard
Stupart

t 5-ish the road to the monument is lined up with cars ready to
experience a ‘mengelmoes’ of snippets, succinctly packaged and
jammed onto to a stage for one whole hour. This is the Sundowner
Concert (minus the free sundowner).
The first Sundowner Concert showcased the good, the bad and the
ugly of the Festival. These concerts are previews to shows – something
like a free visual and aural booking guide. As with every year before,
local and temporary festival residents of Grahamstown came to the
party and filled the benches. For those unable to afford the ticket prices,
these shows are all they will get to see of the Festival. The audience,
a mengelmoes itself, enjoy acts ranging from sweet piano melodies to
electrifying famba dance.
The Sundowner Concert may also revolutionise your opinion about
a potential show. How dismal it is when you realise the one show (in
your opinion) that held promise falls into the ugly category. Nonetheless
festival-goers are so vast and colourful that somewhere, somehow every
show will have an audience.

Sechaba to acting it as all the rest
of the characters, including his
baby (whose first words are Carlos
Alberto Parreira!) and former Safa
CEO Raymond Hack.
The script is cleverly-mastered to
suit the characters rather than the
crazy plot so that you actually think
it is possible that a fan would go to
such lengths to ensure that his team
has the best chance at World Cup.
The set consists of few props, and
the space is used inventively to take
you from Khalo’s office to
Brazil seamlessly.
The only downside is that the
piece is fairly long for a one-man
show, and one’s interest in the story
sometimes wanes because of the way
the story is regaled.
As Sechaba, Osei-Tutu’s
determination to save Bafana from
certain defeat translates onto the
stage as a humble and well-thoughtout piece of theatre that gives a
whacky explanation of the coach’s
mysterious return.
South Africa needs to have a
Sechaba Mofokeng intervene for the
game tonight as well, I think.
Convincing Carlos is at Vicky’s
tomorrow at 6pm

